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Hub versus peer-to-peer
It’s an age-old argument but the underlying technology architecture of the
insurance industry has never really been sorted out. Tim Page and
Cliff Chapman of Stripe Global Services look outside of the sector for a
potential solution
It is generally understood that insurance and
reinsurance processing as we know it is inefficient.
Frictional costs erode the premium dollar and
can make products marginal at best.
Technologists have recognised that there
are solutions out there that can help or indeed
solve these problems. Many attempts have
been made to implement these technologies,
but as an industry, we have struggled to reach
a consensus on the way forward.
Firstly, as a global marketplace consisting
of individual firms, each with their own drivers
and constraints, coming to an agreement
can often be particularly protracted. The
acceptance of Acord standards, even if it is
by default, goes a significant way in helping
to solve this. This is primarily because the
standards enable firms to adopt strategies
to suit their own ends, while ensuring that
when they need to interface with the rest of
the world there is an accepted protocol for
doing so.
Secondly, the extent and depth of legacy
processes and systems remains a barrier.
Traditionally, each firm has run and maintained
systems and processes appropriate to their
role and function. This is further complicated in
London with the legacy of the bureau processing
environment, to which many firms are tied. An
analysis of the marketplace suggests that the
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longevity of processing systems, 30 years plus in
some cases, highlights that the cost and pain of
transition will be high.
Another barrier to progress has been an
argument that has been rolling on for years
now – hub-and-spoke versus peer-to-peer. The
underlying technology architecture or topology
of our marketplace has never been really sorted
out. An examination of some of the issues raised
by the argument gives a fascinating insight into
the psyche of our market.

ISSUES APLENTY
A hub is a central set of facilities or data that is
shared by all. A hub should allow you to make
one connection and get to everyone else in
the market. Put simply, the managers of the
hub will then allow you to use the facilities
that you buy into. Once it is up and running it
is a fantastic thing. However, lacking a single
governance structure we tend to immediately
run into some fundamental issues: Who pays
for the upfront investment? Who runs the
hub? What will they charge? Will I be forced
to invest just to remain a part of the market?
Will brokers, clients or carriers have the most
influence? Who exactly owns what?
Meanwhile, peer-to-peer is a method
by which every relationship is individually
supported by a bilaterally agreed connection.
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It enables total flexibility to provide different
things to different parties in different
relationships. It is a really cheap way to get
started on the road to e-commerce.
The downside to this level of flexibility is
that people abuse it, often making changes
for the sake of change and the costs of
maintaining flexibility soon run out of control.
Even if you use different implementations of
the same standard from different players, you
have to know and maintain everyone else’s
preferences.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
It is broadly accepted that a hub approach
is likely to provide the optimal solution. A hub
can ensure that data of the right standard and
quality is transacted between counterparties
and above all can provide a directory of
validated participants, thereby enabling
controls upon delivery.
However, the philosophical arguments
against a central hub will continue to rage
as no firm wants to be dictated to in terms of
cost, speed and strategy. These arguments

Hub and spoke versus peer-to-peer
Hub and Spoke
Peer-to-Peer
Previous experience is poor, a history of overMany people have delivered successful
engineering, cost over-runs and waste, lack of
point solutions
buy-in from customer base and poor value proposition
London background is hub-based via the bureau	US and Europe have a peer-to-peer background
Ownership is contentious
No ownership issues
Does not fit the ethos of our market – suggests a
Fits our ethos perfectly – total flexibility
loss of sovereignty
Managed - requires centralised management and budget	Entrepreneurial - no centralised
management or budget
Initially difficult to establish, but potentially a major force Easy to start, but you get bogged down as
for change
more and more people join
Standards managed centrally, implementations simple	Standards managed individually,
implementations fraught with difficulty
Requires that everyone has a certain standard of data,
No baseline set
systems and competence
Everyone must move at the speed of the centre? Fastest
Everyone can move at their own speed, with
constrained, slowest are cajoled, everyone must join
the option for trading outside the model
Maintenance becomes simpler over time	Maintenance becomes more difficult over
time
Easy to regulate and control
Difficult to regulate and control
Connect once – 10 users = 10 connections
Connect once to each new participant –
10 users = 9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1=45
connections
Process coverage is contentious –
do you need to cover the whole value chain?
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largely arise when the solution is viewed as a
single hub solution, but if we look to the real
world, then a potential solution emerges.
We are now used to buying our domestic
utilities from a variety of suppliers. We make
our purchase decisions based upon cost and
quality of service. Is it not appropriate to now
envision a scenario where there are multiple
hub suppliers creating a market for hubs?
In this scenario, the hubs will be provided
by independent commercial suppliers
using accepted global market protocols.
The development risk will be borne by the
suppliers, removing the need for large budget
collaborative projects which we have all seen
fail in the past.
Participants will select their supplier on
12

the basis of which suits them best in terms
of; strategy, service, technical fit and price.
Switching will also become an option.
Inevitably, there will need to be some central
compliance (potentially administered by
Acord?), but this can be handled on a light
touch basis given market forces.
So the solution is clear, one set of standards
but with multiple hubs. Each hub, with its own
management, would be run as a commercial
proposition offering different facilities, value,
terms and conditions.
We have, by default, got a new landscape
and topology. Let’s get on and build the
future that this industry needs.
Tim Page and Cliff Chapman are directors
at Stripe Global Services. n
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Creating fast, effective
and secure communities
The STRIPE® System is an innovative new
proprietary web based platform that enables
direct principal-to-principal processing of claims
and other post-placement transactions.
It’s fast, transparent and cost effective for
all parties, from clients and brokers
to reinsurers. For more information go to
stripeglobal.net or call +44(0)20 7068 8000
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